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Now is also the time to begin those projects and
plans we have long postponed. None of us will be here
forever, so today is the day to start.
I have
contemplated writ ing a children's book with my son
Walker, discoverer of the aforementioned bedside
pyramid, but there never seems to be the time.
Perhaps
by reducing the mountain of material which demands my
attention and clutters my life, I will have time and
space to sit down with Walker and begin that effort.
I
truly hope so, though the irony would be that if
successful, we will be slaying yet another forest and
adding to the world's endless supply of books.
So be
it and begin the chopping, for there could be far worse
things for a father and son to attempt.

A MODERN MIRACLE
September 29, 1997

Henry P. Briggs

This paper was advertised as a Budget, but the
Clerk has generously allowed me to turn it into a
single talk.
In July of 1995, following my retirement from The
Seven Hills School, I was invited to serve as Interim
Headmaster of the St. James Episcopal School in Los
m.geles, 320 boys and girls in grades K-6.
It turned
out to be one of the most exhilarating experiences of
my life, a wonderful year I will never forget.
One hundred and forty of St. James' 320 students,
were of Korean ancestry, first
or second generation, fifty of them named Kim or Less.
Of the 31 faulty and staff, 12 were Caucasian, 8
African-American, 6 Latino-American, and 5 Asian American. The Chaplain, Father Aidan Koh, was the
first Korean priest ordained in an Episcopal Seminary
in America.
44% of the enrollment,
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A book called "Ethnic L.A.," breaks down,the
c i t ' s nationalities into the same 52 categorles ~h~t
are y serve d by the L . A . Public Schools, and then dlvldes
them under the additional sub-headlngs H spanlc, ASlan,
African, European, Middle Eastern, and mlgrants from
American territories such as Samoa & Guam.
Of th~
600,000 students enrolled in the Los Angel~s publlc ,
schools in 1990, about 520,000 were non-whlte, speaklng
96 different languages.
Currently, 70% of the students
are Hispanic, 20% African-American, 5% Asian and
Pacific Islander, and 5% white.
(not surprisingly,
independent and parochial schools thrive in this
environment, for residents know, if form follows, that
only 12% of the children entering the Los Angeles
Public Schools this month will read English at the 8 th
grade level when they reach their 18 th birthdays,)
There were 9,000 Koreans in Southern California in
1960, and 400,000 in 1980, and there are close to 1
million today.
0

0

0

0
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250,000 adults are enrolled in the Public Schools'
English as a Second Language Program, with another
50,000 on waiting lists.
Since these are the only
times that many working adults can attend, and when
space is available, three of these programs regularly
meet between 2:00 a.m. and 6:00 a.m.
The most
combustible political issue in California is whether
school children ought to be required to learn English
as soon as they can; the Koreans know that thAy should,
I was struck, every time I visited the home of one
of our Korean students, by the parents' strict
adherence to conditions conducive to children's study,
even when :t'eSUUL"L:t:::; WeL "e limited and space was cramped.
During study time, these houses were quiet, T.V.s were
out of sight, rooms were brightly lit, telephones were
off limits, and instructional materials were readily at
hand.

Scientific American magazine devoted an issue last
year to Asian education.
After observing that children
there attend school an average of 220 days a year,
eight hours a day, compared with our national average
of 180 days and 6.5 hours, Scientific American
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reported:"
. A comparison of schools in America
and Asia leads us to an astonishingly simple conclusion
Asians exce l be c ause school is enjoyable,
parents expect perfo r mance of their children, and
professionalism in teaching is fostered.
Individual
differences in potential are de-emphasized, and a great
importance is placed i n the role of effort & diligence
in modifying the course of human development.
Americans are much more likely to point to the
limitations impo sed by an assumed level of innate
ability.
"When we compare the daily routine in Asian and
American school s, we realize how easy it is to overlook
the constraints of American schools.
. American
children spend most of their time at school in the
classroom.
In con t rast, the daily routine in Asian
schools off ers many opportunities for social
experience.
There are frequent recesses, long lunch
periods, and a f ter-school activities and clubs.
Play, social interaction, and extracurricular activity
may not contribute directly to academic success, but
they make schoo l an enj oyable place.
II
Describing why St. James Episcopal School suddenly
needed an Interim Headmaster in late May is a subject
that could consume all my time, but won't.
Suffice to
say that the sponsoring church and its school developed
fundamental misunderstandings about some basic
principles of governance; that the Priests who were
Rector and Headmaster had a bitter, predictable pUblic
falling out; and that a couple of mean-spirited lawyers
became involved in this most litigious city in the
union.
The Diocese and the Church paid out gobs of
money in settlements, mone y that would have b e en much
better spent on poor people and scholarships.
I was brought in to restore calm; to persuade that

~e had in char~e a ga~g that could shoot straight when

It came to maklng POllCY, and to bind the nearly mortal
wounds dividing the parish and the school .
. A wonderful.woman named Pat O'Reilly Jones,
tralned as an Eplscopal Priest at Yale, mother of four
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able and attractive kids at Harvard-Westlake School,
Co-President of our Parents Association, told me that
she believed what happened was "diabolical". When I
looked puzzled, she went on:
II I
don' t think you
understand, Peter . what happened here was the work of
the devil. II
Pat and her husband, Brian, also a Priest, are
fluent in spanish, and together run an enormously
successful inner-city Hispanic parish where they are
loved.
Interestingly, the Episcopal Church is growing
rapidly among Hispanics in Los Angeles' inner-city:
Many of its new members are refugees from persecutlon
in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras, familiar with
the Catholic liturgy that resembles Episcopal worship,
and angry at the Catholic Church for instructing its
priests to withdraw their support of populist movements
in South America. The Episcopal Diocese also took an
important step when it built its beautiful new Center
squarely in the center of a large Hispanic
neighborhood, and hired numerous Hispanics to serve on
its staff.
It was instructive to visit the many small
businesses that our St. James' Korean parents operated
around Los Angeles - markets, restaurants, drug stores,
dry cleaners. What was extraordinary was to observe
how family-oriented they are in character.
A visit to a typical vegetable stand on a busy
corner in Crenshaw, a largely African-American
neighborhood close to St. James', operated by yet
another of our ubiquitous Kims, displayed shiny apples
and oranges, bright green lettuce, the lights
announcing that "we are open 24 hours a day," the
entire extended family employed in the business, the
enterprise not an end in itself, but an avenue to
upward mobility.
One son goes to the produce market
before dawn to pick over fruits and vegetables and
haggle over their prices. Another son trucks them back
to the market and arranges them appealingly on shelves.
The father manages the store while the mother operates
a cash register, the sister keeps an eye out for
shoplifters, and the grandmother stays home to look
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after the youngest kids, and to insure that they get to
and from school.
This scenario is replicated allover
Los Angeles, giving new meaning to the term Mom-and-Pop
Store.
These Koreans took a lot of abuse after the Rodney
King trials, when angry African - Americans and HispanicAmericans took to the streets and violently insisted
that they were being ripped off by these Korean
enterprises in the neighborhoods. A young lawyer named
Elaine Kim expressed the anguish that ran through the
entire Korean-American community after those riots in
1992, riots that left 58 people dead, 2,400 injured,
12,000 arrests, and $717 million in property damages.
"It is difficult to describe how disempowered and
frustrated we felt.
. we felt mostly voiceless and
all but invisible, except when we were stereotyped as
hysterically inarticulate women, ruined shop-keepers,
gun-wielding male merchants on rooftops concerned only
about our property.
. Rarely if ever did any media
pundits point out that we had bought our stores from
Afrlcan - Americans, who h<:l.d bought them from Jews aft.er
the Watts riots a generation earlier and those Jews had
moved to the suburbs; or that our Korean merchants were
often the poorest segment of Korean business - people
new to the U.S., doing a job and providing a service
that most others rejected. We hate mentality that
insists on pitting Koreans against poor, uneducated
blacks and Chicanos."
Elaine Kim goes on to criticize those media who
keep on writing about Koreans as a "model minority."
"Growing numbers of us are achieving professional
status and living in the suburbs," she notes.
"The
majority of professionals who have moved here still do
not work in positions commensurate with their skills
and backgrounds.
Instead, the majority of us here are
still working class.
. A person with a college degree
who brings his family to Los Angeles and runs a
vegetable store for ten years - a common phenomenon _
is not going to be happy about his status; there may
not be much he can do about it on his own, but he and
his wife will work their fingers to the bone to assure
that their offspring succeed. Maybe the family will be
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lucky and get their children into,a top univers~ty~
then they will encourage those ch~ldren to spec ~ al~ze
in the sciences, since in so many fields there ~re
'glass ceilings' that prevent Korea~s from ~ett~ng top
jobs - especially American corporatlons, whlch at the
time top levels remain overwhelmingly segregated
minorities of white males."
Which brings to mind another Mrs. Kim, mother of a
6 th grader, bound for Harvard-Westlake, whose full name
gave her children no end of,amusem~nt, since sh~ is
legally Kim Kim Kim, Christ~an, ma~den and marr~ed
names. Her husband doesn't speak a word of English,
and they operate their Cinderella Dry Cleaners 14 hours
a day, 6 days a week. When I dropped in to pick up
some shirts the day after Christmas, she was saving a
few dollars by giving two o f her staff the week off.
Our St. James' student Tommy was keeping the place
clean, and the two older daughters, home for the
holidays from Cornell and Penn, were operating the
pressing machines. Mrs. Kim sometimes paid our tuition
by bringing in paper bags full of cash - the week's
proceeds - and I was told that she made a $5,000 annual
gift through our Korean c o nduit, although that could
not be confirmed.
The reason I could never find out which Koreans
gave what amounts was because, when annual giving
season came along, one of the school's Godfathers,
Bourney Moon or Yang Won or Harry Hwang or Sang Lee,
would simply ask our trustees Development Committee
that was the Korean share of the goal.
(Bourney Moon
is now St. James' Church's Senior Warden, having joined
the parish after a lifetime as a Presbyterian because
he loves his children's experience in the school.
About 10% of St. James' parish is now Korean, having
joined up for similar reasons.)
The school's practice
had become to inflate the Koreans' annual giving share
beyond what seemed even remotely reasonable, yet the
Koreans always met whatever target the School set.
"This is the school where our kids go," said Yang Won,
when I asked him once why the Koreans support St.
James' so generously.
(Yong Won had been orphaned in
an air raid in Seoul in 1952, come alone to Los Angeles
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at age 14, and started a variety of enterprises,
including a chain of high-end restaurants called Wae
Lee Oak, all of them recipients of high marks from the
various Zagat guides, one each in Seoul, Chicago, New
York and Washington, and two in Los Angeles.)
Sang Lee was the President of our Parent
association, an able and wonderful human being who
built a chain of discount drug stores from the ground
up; he and Mrs. Lee were my closest Korean friends.
I
patronized his drug store in Koreatown, which the
Caucasians found strange, but I reluctantly stopped
going there when Sang promised he would bill me for
prescriptions, and never did.
Some Koreans finally
felt comfortable enough with me to tell me they thought
Sang Lee was a poor choice as Pat O'Reilly's P.A. CoPresident because his only degree was a BS in Pharmacy
from a low-level California state campus, earned when
he was 30 and had three kids. He wasn't cultured
enough for such an exalted job, they thought; he
wasn't, in the traditional Confucian sense, a
philosopher or a scholarly or professional person, what
the Koreans call Yangban (or nobility) .
One day, Harry Hwang, who seemed amused by my
desire to understand what was going on in Koreatown,
called to say he would pick me up at 5:00 the next day.
"I can't," said I, "I have a meeting."
115:00 a.m.,"
said he, appearing in the dark the next morning to
deliver me to a make-shift Presbyterian chapel in an
abandoned public school the Koreans were leasing.
We
had morning prayer - the place was packed - 250 people
- so people like Sang Lee and Harry Jwang and Kim Kim
Kim could be at work by 6:00 a.m.
It was also Harry Hwang who invited me to his home
one evening for dinner, and introduced me to a Korean
custom called a IIKye,1I an informal banking system, a
kind of club, entirely reliant on trust, blissfully
unencumbered by paperwork, credit checks, lawyers,
bankers and the IRS.
An attractive young husband and wife, new to Los
Angeles, encountering some early success in business,
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were preparing to expand their business and buy their
first home, and the people at dinner encouraged them to
describe their plans. At which point, in what was a
predetermined decision, these other guests wrote checks
giving the young couple sufficient cash to accomplish
their goals. After an agreed-upon interval of time,
perhaps 5 or 10 years, the young couple will pay back
the people attending Harry's dinner.
If they can't
repay, but have good reason not to do so, the debt will
be extended or even forgiven.
Nothing will be written
down.
If they renege without explanation, they will
simply disappear socially and without a trace in the
Korean community, their children and extended family as
well.
It is worth working all those 90-hour weeks to
avoid such humiliation. After they have met their
obligaLluLls, the young couple will become part of other
"kyes" so they can help other attractive and ambitious
young couples in similar fashion.
The Los Angeles
Times estimates that 40% of Koreans' capital start-up
funds for new homes and new businesses in Southern
California come from these private clubs called "Kyes."
Sang Lee invited me to dinner one night in
January, and asked me to be prompt because there would
be entertainment after dinner. When I arrived, I was
introduc e d with formality to an old woman who was
seated amongst deep cushions on what can only be
described as a throne.
She was regal in manner, and
treated with great deference by the guests.
She didn't
speak a word of English, and it turned out that she was
the violin, viola and cello teacher for some of
Koreatown's most gifted music students, many of them
children at St. James'.
I subsequently learned, to my
amazement, that nearly all of our Korean students study
musical instruments; this dinner would give the most
advanced of them a chance to perform, ages 6 to 21,
boys and girls.
The high point came when Pauline Kim,
holder of the Isaac Stern Scholarship in Violin at
Julliard, her younger sister Christine, holder of the
Leonard Rose Chair in Cello at Julliard, and their
younger brother, James, who was still torn, when I left
Los Angeles, between attending Stanford or Julliard, as
the Alma Williamson Moreton Chair recipient in Viola,
performed Trios together for 30 minutes.
(I recently
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arranged for Pauline Kim to audition for our own
Maestro Lopez-Cobos, but she had.to postp~n~ the
appointment to compete in ~o~eth7ng prest1g1ous called
the Queen Elizabeth compet1t1on 1n Brussels.)
I met
their parents; Dr. Kim is a Professor of Art at
California State College in Orange County, and Mrs. Kim
is an emergency room nurse.
I have read that there is
a strong connection between success in intellectual
endeavor and mastery of a musical instrument.
The
Koreans don't need a scholarly treatise to tell them
that this connection is real, nor do I after my year in
Los Angeles.
I plan to do whatever I can to persuade
my grandchildren to study a musical instrument when
they are old enough, even if they have to give up a
sport in the process, a real sacrifice for a frustrated
jock like me.
Other Korean friends took me to the Opera in
Torrance one night, about 30 miles south of Los
Angeles, to hear and see the Hanmi Opera Company stage
a production of the Marriage of Figaro, sung in
English, translated from the Italian, with Korean
surcaps.
Finding it hard to help their young people get
their feet in the door or professional opera, the
Koreans have simply started their own company to enable
these students to prepare for the big time.
Just seven
years old, the Hanmi Company employs experienced
conductors, director~, chorus masters and designers,
for the most part not Koreans, but it sees to it that
all their understudies and interns are.
The soloists
seem to run about half and half, Korean and other, and
the Ballet, Orchestra and Chorus are overwhelmingly
Korean. Hanmi's performances are broadcast live on
KTAN-TV, the Korean television channel in Los Angeles,
and on FM radio in Seoul. Hanmi does three operas a
year, eight performances each, in three different
venues.
Its Board and financial support are entirely
Korean, with 50 corporate sponsors, and its multicultural audiences are growing fast, in part because
its tickets are reasonably priced.
Los Angeles Mayor
Richard Riordan kicked off the performance I attended.
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I became especially fond of Connie, Jane and June
Kim while I was at St. James. Mr. Kim is undoubtedly a
nice guy, too, but, like so many of the husbands, he
doesn't speak a word of English.
For some reason, it's
the women who invariably do.
The Kims have been in the
U.S. for ten years; last spring, towards the end of her
junior year at Harvard Westlake, Jane scored 1600 on
the SATs, and made 5s on 5 different Advanced Placement
Tests.
Since younger sister June, a St. James' 6 th
grader, is not as able as Jane, Jane dropped her
numerous extracurricular activities at Harvard Westlake
last spring to drive after school to St. James' each
day to tutor June, without a trace of resentment,
entirely her own idea, so far as I could tell.
The
Korean community financed an eastern college swing for
20 or so of its ablest rising seniors, 15 elite
colleges in 10 days, tightly chaperoned, where Jane
fell in love with Amherst, and told me she intended to
apply for early decision. That was until her 90-yearold great-grandmother in Seoul told her over the summer
that she had never heard of Amherst, and asked what was
wrong with Harvard and Stanf ord, which was why Connie
and Mr. Kim had brought the girls to America in the
first place.
Jane will go to Harvard or Stanford, and,
thanks in substan t ial par t LO her older sister's help,
June got into Harvard - Westlake .

With 150 applications for 40 places in our
kindergarten, we quickly filled both sections by March,
and were surprised when a boy named Ellis Kim turned up
unannounced in Mayas a candidate for grade 1. Having
written his parents the usual "all full, too late"
letter in April, we went on about our other business,
until the young Korean chaplain, Father Koh, showed up
one morning, and said gently that I needed to
reconsider.
He gave no reason.
"No," was my response.
Aidan was back the next day, and the day after that,
and every day after that for ten days.
I kept
repeating "no." Each day he showed up, I began to
realize, it was as if we had never discussed the
subject before, as if the topic was brand new.
I
finally blew my stack.
Father Koh retreated in
distress.
The next day, our wonderful Indian Admission
Director, our most senior person, Paru Kammu1a
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appeared:
"Have you heard about a fine young boy named
Ellis Kim?" asked she.
"Perhaps we should add a place
for him."
"Why?" I asked.
"I don't know," she
responded, "but the Korean community is watching
closely to see what we do, and Father Koh's reputation
appears to be on the line."
"What makes you think
that?"
"I don't know, but I have a feeling."
"Why
this kid and this family at this time? They look
pretty conventional on paper to me?"
"I don't know,
but we need to admit this boy." We added a place for
Ellis Kim, and Father Koh came in to tell me what a
good decision I had made, as if we had never addressed
the topic before. To this day, I don't have a clue why
it was important to the Korean community that St.
James' should enroll Ellis Kim, and no one would have
told me if I had asked. The only thing I do know is
that from that moment forward, Father Koh's reputation
and status grew; he was suddenly a force in our Korean
community, the Godfathers began to include him in their
decision making, and he moved around the parish and the
school with a new spring in his step.
A fundamental question has kept recurring since my
return from St. James' to Cincinnati, and it is this:
What inspires Koreans to have such a consuming
confidence in the power of education and the rewards it
can bring children, and what motivates so many of them
to make such big sacrifices to insure success for these
children? The balance of this paper annrRsses my
attempt to answer this question. My analysis is a
superficial one, but I don't think it is far off the
mark.

Korea is a valuable peninsula, strategically
placed from a geopolitical standpoint, jealously
coveted since ancient times by Japan and Russia, and
closely protected by China, which is in part why the
Koreans venerated Chinese culture for centuries.
It is
contiguous to China, of course, and only 200 miles
across the sea at its closest point from Japan.
It was
a good piece of property to own if one had colonial
ambitions, as was the case near the end of the 19 th
century when France was pursuing its aim of taking over
Southeast Asia, Spain and the U.S. were fighting in the
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Philippines, Belgium and Germany were spreading acr?ss
Africa, Holland was in Indonesia, England was reachlng
its ascendancy in Hong Kong and India, and all the
powers together were prepared to do just about anything
to confine Russia to its existing borders.
Japan had
its eye on becoming a member of this w7stern club,of
colonialists; the Japanese were embraclng everythlng
western they could touch, asking "how high" when the
western powers suggested "jump."
Theodore Roosevelt was typical of our leaders of
the time in knowing a lot about Europe, but next to
nothing about Asia, except Japan, when he wrote in 1898
that "Japanese hegemony in Asia is inevitable.
Lands
inhabited by red, black and yellow aboriginals should
become the heritage of the dominant world races.
China and Korea has a hapless inability to control
their own destiny.
. their helplessness and lack of
progressive modernity define their people as
unquestionably unable to manage their own affairs."
Correctly assuming that it had the world's
blessing at best, and indifference at worst, the
Japanese ruthlessly assumed control over Korea for 50
long years between 1895 and the end of WWII.
China,
Korea's traditional protector, was under similar
pressure from western powers at the same time, of
course, a development dramatically symbolized by the
abortive resistance in 1900 of an organization of young
men calling themselves the Society of Harmonious Fists,
or Boxers in the West, called to action by their
dowager empress:
"The various powers casting upon us
look of tiger-like voracity," she wrote her young
zealots, "hustling each other in their endeavors to be
the first to seize upon our innermost territories."
The western powers teamed up, for once, to crush these
upstart Boxers, leaving China powerless to pursue its
traditional role of protecting Korea.
Our State Department celebrated this victory over
"the barbarian and anti-Christian Yellow peril," amidst
world-wide derogation of China and Korea.
Japan alone,
because of its rapid westernization, was exempt from
this condemnation.
Several western powers signed
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treati e s with Japan in which they promised to "work
together to pacify the Far East."
In the 50 years they resisted the Japanese between
1895 and 1945, the Koreans received virtually no
western support, wi th the notable exception of
Christian missionaries who were spreading the gospel
throughout the i r land.
These missionaries had to be
circumspect during the Japanese occupation, but the
Koreans have never forgotten that they were on their
side as much as they practically could be.
Historians
agree that the most accurate information about what was
really going on in Korea between 1895 and 1945 came out
in these miss i onaries' letters sent home in diplomatic
pouches.
The Japanese closed Korea's schools for students
over age 13, insisting on strictly vocational training
after that, so literacy had fallen to 13% by 1945.
They re strict e d confucian worship.
They prohibited the
use of Korean in the schools, in newspapers, and in
official public discourse, although the missionaries
sometimes managed in their private schools to get
around the s e rules.
They r e moved the name "Korea" from
international maps.
,Understanding that it is impossible to overstate
the ~mportance of family in Korean culture th
Japanese a~o~ted ingenious measures to divide :nd
weaken fam7l~es.
A dramatic example was when 200,000
women of hlgh school age were conscripted during WWII
to ~e what , the Japanese called "comfort women" for
thelr soldlers, an outrage the Japanese didn't admit
had happened until 1995.
In ~9~9, two million Koreans declared lwlependence
from Japa~, naively concluding that Woodrow Wilson had
meant to lnclude them when he introduced the doctrine
of "self-deter~ination of nations" after WWI.
18,000
Koreans were kllled, and 50,000 arrested in this
struggle.
The Koreans especially remember an incident
when 200 ~en, women and children, assembled in a rural
Pres~yterlan Church f?r a.rally, died when Japanese
soldlers locked them ln wlthout warning and burned
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their church to the ground.
The West looked the other
way when their Japanese ally told the world community
that "such incidents are sad but necessary steps to
maintain public order and security and to advance the
happiness and well-being of the Korean people."
The Japanese promised fair treatment for the close
to 2 million Koreans who were moved to Japan on one
pretext or another during the occupation and WWII, many
as dragooned laborers.
To this day, one million
Koreans who have been residents of Japan for three or
even four generations have never been granted
citizenship . 50,000 Koreans died when atomic bonds
were dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The International Olympic Committee agreed to
Japan's request that Korea be coopted into its Japanese
team at the Jesse Owens Olympics in Berlin in 1932.
When Koreans finished 1 st and 3~ in the marathon, there
were victorious celebrations in Tokyo. When the
biggest newspaper in Seoul published pictures of these
runners, however, the editors blocked out the Japanese
flag from their jerseys. The newspaper was closed
down, the editors prohibited from ever practicing their
profession again, and celebrations in the homeland
banned.
The Japanese utilized every pretext to seize
Korean lands (increasing from 3% ownership in 1910 to
60% by 1930), and exported crops to Japan so freely
that famines sometimes resulted.
One historian has
aptly observed that Korean gave Japan the opportunity
to experiment with western - style imperialism in the
first half of this century, an opportunity that enabled
it to prepare for WWII.
When World War II ended, Korea rejoiced that it
might finally receive the western powers' respect it
felt it deserved, and be able to begin to put back
together its devastated country.
Disappointingly,
nothing like that happened.
Edwin O. Reischauer, the
Harvard historian who was later our Ambassador to
Japan, wrote in 1955:
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"It is a strange irony of history that our
preoccupation with the defeat of Japan so blinded us to
our other Asian problems that we prepared on the whole
wisely for the post-war needs of our defeated enemies,
but ignored those of our victorious or liberated
friends."
General Douglas MacArthur was understandably
obsessed with Japan in 1945, so Pres i dent Truman and he
put in charge of Korea a three-star general named John
R. Hodge, who was a superb leader of troops in battle,
but, by his own admission, knew nothing about Korea,
had no background in cross-cultural differences, and
had neither the temperament nor the sensitivity suited
for political management. He got the job solely
because he was physically close by, in Okinawa, when
the war ended, and he tried for months to talk his way
out of the assignment. The soldiers under his command
were as shocked and resentful about going to Korea as
he was, when, instead of being sent home at war's end,
they were shipped to this god-forsaken place most of
them had never heard of that was still identified on
their maps as a part of Japan.
one of General Ho dge's first decisions, in the
interest of stability, was to recommend keeping intact
the Japanese leadership he found ruling the country
when he arrived. Happily, the State Department told
him the Korean people were likely to resist that.
When our occupation forces arrived, no one spoke
the language, and no one knew what to make of Russia
and the Communists.
President Roosevelt had died six
months earlier, and Harry Truman was writing Bess in
Independence that "I have to go to Potsdam tomorrow to
meet with Churchill and Stalin.
I wish I didn't have
to go, but I do and it can't be stopped now." Truman
wa~ ~uspicious of the Russians from the get-go, and was
wr~t~ng Secretary of State James R. Byrnes only six
months later that III'm tired of babying the Soviets II
but he had inherited a policy which held,
'
understandably at the time, that the Russians were our
allies, having kept Hitler preoccupied until we could
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enter the war.
It was unrealistic, anyway, to think
there could ever be genuine world peace without them.
It soon became evident to General Hodge, from what
was happening around Seoul, that Russia was determined
to extend Communism throughout China and Korea, but our
government didn't know what to do about it.
So it was
finally decided, as a compromise, that the country
should be divided, an artificial division for which
there was not one iota of historic or philosophical
justification. With the war ending a lot sooner than
had been expected, und huge preooure to reoolve the
conflict, a young Army Colonel named Dean Rusk was
given the assignment of finding a remotely logical
place to divide Korea.
It took him awhile to lay his
hands on an accurate map, but he finally chose the 38 th
parallel because "It will place the capital city in the
American zone, although it is further north than we can
realistically reach in the event of Soviet
disagreement." The political and ideological conflicts
that we associate with the cold war were the only
reasons for Korea's division into South Korea and North
Korea.
It is a heartbreaking irony that these
divisions came earliest in Korea, at the onset of the
global cold war, and that today they outlast the rest
of the cold war everywhere else in the world.
Next, of course, five years later came the Korean
war.
By now, the intentions of the Chinese communists
and Soviets were crystal clear, and the U.S. was at
last perceiving how intent South Koreans were on
rebuilding their nation.
South Korea remained in
desperate shape, economically and spiritually, in 1950,
ripe for the taking by Communist China and Russia,
while the U.S. continued to devote most of its
attention to Europe, and its energies in Asia to the
rehabilitation of Japan.
It was August of 1949 before Douglas MacArthur
stepped foot on Korean soil, representing our
government at the inauguration of 73-year-old President
Syngman Rhee, a product of Christian missionary and
American schools and colleges.
Insisting later to the
State Department that i t was a mistake, MacArthur
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embraced Syngman Rhee at the podium and loudly remarked
into an open microphone that "If South Korea is ever
attacked by the Communists, I will defend it as I would
California."
Other Americans in high places didn't have as much
stomach to defend South Korea.
The State Department
was revising its Asian policy, deciding to concentrate
its attention even more on Europe, opting, as Secretary
of State Dean Acheson put it, "to wait for the dust to
settle in Asia." Acheson went on to say that
"America's line of defense in the Far East runs from
the Aleutian Islands down through Japan to the
Philippines," conspicuously omitting South Korea in the
process.
He brought home all our troops.
Owen
Lattimore wrote the New York Post that "the thing to do
is let South Korea fall to the Communists, but not to
let it look as if we provoked it." Alger Hiss agreed.
Even the Pentagon advised Harry Truman that "militarily
South Korea is a liability, rather than an asset, to
the U.S.
It is useful neither for an offense against
China or Russia, nor for a defense of Japan." Harry
Truman agonized about what the U.S. should do if South
Korea were invaded by the Communists, and finally
decided that the time had come to draw a line in the
sand.
It was a close call, and lots of his colleagues
opposed it.
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On June 25, 1950, the Communists attacked South
Kor 7a, across the 38 t h parallel, and President Truman
declded that the U.S. should fight back.
He was able
t? get. the U:N.'s s~pport to do so because of the
hls~orlc accldent wlth which you are familiar; the
Sovle~s had absented themselves from the Security
Co~ncll as a protest against the U.N.'s refusal to give
Ch1na'~ seat in the Security Council to the new
Communlst regime.
Nikita Khruschev's intelligence that
the U.S. wouldn't go it alone in far - off South Korea
had tu:ned.out to be.wrong; there is growing evidence
that hl~ mlscalculatlon was based on dispatches filed
by Engllsh super-spies Guy Burgess and Kim Philby.
I find revealing a couple of comments about the
Korean war in 1954 by Douglas MacArthur that were part
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of his "Old Soldiers Never Die" speech to the U.S.
Congress:
"The war in Korea has almost destroyed the
nation.
I have never seen such devastation.
I have
seen, I guess, as much blood and d isa ster as any living
man, but it just curdled my stomach the last time I was
there. After I looked at that wreckage, and those
thousands of women and children, and everything else, I
literally vomited." Assessing the quickly trained and
ill-equipped South Korean troops that fought on our
side, he went on:
"From top to bottom, they have been
reliable, tireless and extremely competent.
They arc
the largest and most loyal force of any Asian nation."
Six million Americans served in Vietnam, and
55,000 of them died there.
Three million Koreans died
in Korea, 20% of the population, men, women and
children, on both sides of the 38 th parallel, in many
cases blood relatives.
100,000 children were orphaned,
and ten million people were driven from their homes.
Pundits came to call it the "Yo-Yo War," the forces
moving up and down the peninsula, back and forth, from
the Korean straits in the South to the Yalu River in
the north.
Fifty-two cities were largely destroyed,
and five thousand farm villages were pillaged or
burned.
Seoul was captured and recaptured four
separate times. The war was fought in the heat and
rain and mud of summer, and in the bitter cold of the
severest winter Korea has ever experienced.
To add irony to the tragedy, the policies and war
aims of the allied governments differed so
substantially from South Korea's own that historians
agree that the different forces might as well have been
fighting separate wars.
George Kennan still wrote Dean Acheson in 1955,
two years after the truce was signed:
"I doubt that
Korea can ever be made economically viable without
unification or a very close connection with Japan.
Japan is the most important single factor in Asia, and
we must never let it be too weak to compete. With the
revival of her normal strength and prestige, Japan will
be able to regain her influence in Korea.
It is
important that the nominal independence of Korea be
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reserved, for it provides a flexible vehicle throug~
ehich the Japanese may someday gr~duallY ~eplace Sov~eL
influence without creating undue lnternatlonal
repercussions."
Dwight Eisenhower referred to South Korea behind
closed doors as "Asia's basket case."
For eight years after the war, until 1961, ~outh
Korea tried to make its fragile democracy work, ln
substantial part at the U.S.'s well-intentioned behest.
It was a dismal failure while the Communists burrowed
away from within and without, and people starved.
Then came the extraordinary development that has
caused this old-fashioned liberal to re-visit his
conventional belief in lofty goals such as democracy
and civil and human rights, at least during a time when
a desperately poor country is wallowing in a crisis of
impotence.
A self-made General named Park Chung Hee, a farm
boy deeply rooted in Confucian values, a lover of the
U.S. following tours of duty at Fort Sill and the Army
War College, carried out a relatively bloodless coup,
and established himself decisively at the helm of the
country.
General Park is accurately described by
hiRtorians as a dictator, but, in retrospect, this
title may sell short the man who led South Korea for
the next eighteen years.
General Park, it is universally acknowledged, was
intellectually superior, a brilliant student.
That's
how he got his scholarships and promotions.
He wasn't
at all likable, which had the salutary effect of
keeping him aloof from factions and jealousies.
He
was, typically, an incredibly hard worker.
As the
fifth of eight children of a poor farmer, he was
~uspicious or cities and rich people; his favorite way
to relax, even ~hen ~e was C~ief of State, was to go
?ut and work stlnts ln the rlce patties.
Perhaps most
lmportant, he practiced his Confucian faith - he was a
true believer.
This meant he was puritanical in his
tastes and behavior, abstained from self-indulgence
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(although there was undoubtedly corruption around him) ,
and was single-minded in his devotion to serve what he
considered to be the good of the nation.
(If achieving
this vague "good of the nation" me ant newspapers had to
be censored, strikes broken, and students and
polit i cians and corporate executives ordered what to
do, so be it.).
He considered himself to be the
legitimate inheritor of the intellectual nobility of
the Koreans still honor as "Yangbans," and considered
it a paramount responsibility to try to bring South
Korea and North Korea back together, however long it
took.
He was assassinated before he could address that
task.
His exposure to life in America convinced him of
the values of technology, of large - scale productivity,
and of well-coordinated management, and he only needed
to look at himself to appreciate the value of a good
education.
He said openly that it was premature to
preach lofty concepts such as democracy and civil and
human rights to people who didn't have roofs over their
heads and enough to eat.
His guiding principles were
to set goals, tell people what to do, and see to it
that they did it.
During General Park's 18-year tenure, South Korea
underwent fundamental changes, economically,
politically, diplomatically, and socially.
Some of
these changes were costl y , especially in these areas of
democracy and human and civil rights, although things
could never be as bad as during the Japanese occupation
and the Korean War.
Many of the economists and histor i ans whose books
have r e ad agree that South Korea's development since
1961 is an economic miracl e unparalleled in human
history, this sage of a war-torn third-world agrarian
country emerging in one generation as an industrialized
and technologically advanced economy.
I

Literacy has increased from 13% to 99% these past
36 years, a figure not exceeded anyplace else in the
world.
South Korean high schoolers have finished first
in the world in international tests in science and math
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every year for the last eight years, and by substantial
By the close of 1990, nearly 12 million
students, from preschool through graduate school, five
million in the elementary grades and two million in the
universities, were studying in South Korea.
One in
every four of the nation's inhabitants is a fulltime
student.
These numbers have imposed an incredible
burden upon the resources of the state, but everyone
agrees the cost is worth it. South Korea currently
spends 12% of its gross domestic product on education.
Teachers' salaries compare favorably with comparably
marg~ns.
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teachers are women, and, by all objective measures,
these women are approaching equal opportunities with
men.
Ewha University in Seoul, started long ago by
Methodist missionaries, is the largest women's
university in the world, and it is acknowledged to be
one of the best. Two of the reasons that Christianity
is so popular in Korea are that its educational values
are so similar to Confucian ones, and that the
Christian missionaries did so much educationally for
women, a population Confucian traditions had largely
ignored.
Throughout its history, education has been the
most significant social differential in Korea, more
important than wealth.
Confucianism merged
scholarship, politics and economics, and the Yangbans,
or aristocrats, were scholars who won their political
positions, along with grants of land and other
emoluments, through success in examinations based at
first on the Chinese Classics, and then on examinations
of the Koreans' own design. This conviction about the
importance of education in Korea, and by extension in
the U.S., has never faltered.
Democracy, the great
leveler, demands that educational opportunities should
be equal, but this does not diminish the desire of
Korean families to rise in the social hierarchy, to be
special.
In their view, the only sure route to such
advancement is education. St. James' Korean children
honor this tradition by mastering both English and
Korean, traveling back home as frequently as their
parents can afford, honoring their elders and
ancestors, and doing well in school. These children
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rightly expect to do business in both countries,
traveling as adults between Los Angeles and Seoul as
regularly as some Americans commute on business between
New York and Chicago. There are eleven non-stop
flights a day on 747s between the u.s. and Seoul, one
each from Chicago, New York and Seattle, two from San
Francisco, and six from Los Angeles.
Every ten years since 1961, when General Park took
office, South Korea's economy has tripled in size, so
that it is 33 times bigger in 1997 than it was then.
The average Korean earns as much today - real money as the average Belgian, a ninety - fold increase since
1961 after adjusting for inflation, which has
consistently fluctuated between 2~ and 5~ per year.
Real personal incomes have gone up nine times since
1961, and the gaps between rich and poor, and urban and
agrarian populations, have closed faster than anyplace
else in the world.
In 1961, savings were 1~ of South
Korean's gross domestic product; the figure today is
35%.
Farming accounted for 35% of the South Korean
economy in 1961; the figure today is 8%.
Since 1970,
unemployment in South Korea has exceeded 4% only once,
and that just barely.
South Korea is the U.S.'s 5 t h
biggest trading partner, and the 12~ biggest exporting
nation in the world.
Since 1961, the dollar value of
its exports has increased 2 0 times, from $40 million to
$80 billion.
Following the assassination in 1979 of General
Park, the country has also managed to evolve into a
western-style democracy.
Some political scientists
believe General Park let the genie out of the bottle
when he insisted that so many of his young people be
educated so well, and then encouraged them to travel
around the world drumming up business and learning what
other countries were up to.
South Korea successfully
hosted the 1988 Summer Olympics, and it will host
soccer's World Cup in 2002.
Four of Fortune Magazine's
200 largest corporations in the world are in South
Korea, Huyandai, Samsung, Lucky-Goldstar, and Daewoo.
Daewoo operates both the bigge st shipyard, and the
biggest textile mill, in the world.
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There'6 an extraordinary irony supporting this
success story, by the way, that helped to jump-start
the Korean economy.
Just as Japan's economy benefited
between 1950 - 53 by means of massive Allied procurements
to fight the Korean War, a development that Reischauer
labeled "Japan's Marshall Plan," so the Vietnam War
became a main frontier for Korean enterprise between
1965-73.
300,000 South Korean troops served on our
side in Vietnam, and many Korean firms, especially
construction companies, were awarded contracts to
support the American effort there.
For eight crucial
years, Vietnam absorbed 60% of South Korea's exports in
transportation equipment, and 95% of its steel exports.
So what do

I

think

I

have learned from all this?

1.
I think I understand better why Kim Kim Kim
works 16 hours a day, 6 days a week, to send her 3 kids
to St. James', why she spends 3 or 4 hours every Sunday
in church, and why she sometimes delivers her tuitions
in ullls of small denomin~tions in paper bags.

2.

I think I understand why Jane Kim will go to

Harvard or Stanford instead of Amherst, without a
murmur of adolescent protest, and why she dropped her
extracurriculars at Harvard - Westlake last year to tutor
June.
.
.3.
I u~derstand why the Koreans so intensely
dlsllke.and mlstrust the Japanese, although they are
pragmatlc enough people to be beginning to do business
there.

4.
I understand why so many South Koreans
especially women, are committed Christians.
'
5.

I

understand why the Koreans don't look to

~ther peoples to help them as they take steps to
lmpro~e them~elves, given their international
~n this century.

exper~ences

6.
If one want to evaluate the philosophical
merits of free mar k e t s an d Communism, compare what has
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]happened economically in South Korea and North Korea
since 1961.
7.
As an American, I am proud that we keep
trying, in our halting way, to keep including other
races in our national mix.

8.
I wonder how future generations of Koreans
will raise their children, and, as they become
Americanized, whether they can continue to inculcate as
successfully in their children values such as
education, hard work and postponement of gratification.

Finally, if you run into people who want to make
small jokes at the expense of our country's KoreanAmericans, please suggest to them that they do it when
I'm not around.

A DOG'S BREAKFAST
October 6, 1997

Virginius C. Hall

Get yourself a Commonplace Book .
You really should have a Commonplace Book.
I was about fifteen when the suggestion was first
made, and at the time it seemed utterly bizarre - like
being told I should get a glass eye or an articulated
wooden leg.
When it came up again, I was on the defensive.
No
one else my age has a Commonplace Book. Why should I
have one? What on earth would I write in it?
There was no shilly -shallying about the answer.
I
would use it for comments on my reading, for words that
caught my fancy, for preserving memorable experiences,

